WHY IS SHELTI
LTI THE BEST COIN OP POOL TABLE IN T
THE WORLD?
Shelti’s time-tested and
d professionally trained employees have bee
been building the world’s
best coin-op pool tables for as much as 30 years in some cases, and
an their team has over 200
years of experience. When the brand of the tables they built changed some 15 years ago
Shelti saw this as an opportunity
tables even better. They did
ty to make the world’s best pool
p
this by finding ways to give the operator
location, better performance, much
erator longer life on lo
less service requirements, and ultimately
ROI.
ately a better RO
Here are just 10 things that make Shelti the
Best Coin-Op Pool Table in the World!
e Bes
1.

True 2 to 1 ratio playfield with symmetrical corner castings enhances play
characteristics and increases play.

2.

Attractive rail cap molding with hidden screws that won’t snag players’
clothes.

3.

Specific flanged nylon washers in cushion rail holes to center and insure a
perfect fit every time.

4.

All cushion rails made in house with top grade poplar and retro-fitable to
any model Shelti pool table.

5.

One-piece vacuum formed center chute with over-sized and correctly
positioned chalk drop through holes to prevent blockages.

6.

Top quality construction grade plywood throughout cabinet insures a
rugged and sturdy cabinet and long earnings life.

7.

Easily removable one-piece extruded aluminum ball trap for easy cleaning or
maintenance with no tools required.
d.

8.

No push chute end or hinge bars
ars to bend, lock
loc up, or disable the table,
thereby eliminating service calls.

9.

Strategically placed legs
the cabinet by
da
gs mean rowdy players won’t damage
picking it up and dropping
ropping it.

10. Apron stiffeners
straight side aprons
rs in closed side of pool table guarantee straigh
and top rails
from one
ls as well as extra cabinet integrity fo
fforr tables moved fro
location
n to another.
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